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cvbFT is a simple application designed to record and view information related to family history. This includes data concerning
family size, children, parents and grandparents. cvbFT works by grouping the information into'sections' called 'Cases' which can
be managed by the user. These cases can contain further information. cvbFT - What's new in version 1.2: Major changes
include: * using the new up-coming libraries for the Java API's on Microsoft Windows. * added a new format for importing and
exporting the data. Other minor changes include: * improvements in Mac support. * the application can now be closed when it's
window is no longer active. cvbFT Feedback: Please send comments and suggestions to info@cvbft.com.uk ]]> Updated:Thu,
24 Feb 2011 23:04:00 +0000 cvbFT a simple to use application for the recording and viewing of information related to family
history. Initially developed for the developer's personal use, cvbFT can currently be used by everyone who need its functions.
cvbFT Description: cvbFT is a simple application designed to record and view information related to family history. This
includes data concerning family size, children, parents and grandparents. cvbFT works by grouping the information
into'sections' called 'Cases' which can be managed by the user. These cases can contain further information. cvbFT - What's new
in version 1.2: Major changes include: * using the new up-coming libraries for the Java API's on Microsoft Windows. * added a
new format for importing and exporting the data. Other minor changes include: * improvements in Mac support. * the
application can now be closed when it's window is no longer active. cvbFT Feedback: Please send comments and suggestions to
info@cvbft.com.uk ]]> New release:Tue, 22 Feb 2011 14:33:00 +0000 cvbFT a simple to use application for the recording and
viewing of information related to family history. Initially developed for the developer's personal use, cvbFT can currently be
used by everyone who need its functions. cvbFT Description: cvbFT is a simple application designed to record and view
information related to family history. This includes data concerning family size, children, parents and grandparents. cvbFT
works by
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- Provides an organized method of recording family history information. - Also provides the user with the functionality of the
cvbFT personal database, thus allowing a user to save and manage all family history information. - This allows the user to view
all family history information by device (computers, smartphones and tablets). - Also provides the user with the functionality to
import and export data from and to the user's cvbFT personal database. cvbFT Features: - cvbFT allows a user to record all
family history information. - Personal use. - All cvbFT functions are available from all devices. - Runs on all devices (Desktops,
Tablets and Smartphones). - Import and Export of data from and to the cvbFT Personal Database. - Also provides the
functionality to view the history information for the family member(s) of choice. - The data can be exported as a.csv file for
further use. Developer Documentation ------------------------ A user should go to the **Recording new data** section. For more
information about this section see . The **Viewing data** section explains the various ways to view the recorded data. For
more information see . Supported Devices ----------------- **Windows Phone 8 Devices:** Windows Phone 8, Windows Phone
8.1 and Windows Phone RT (Intel x86, ARM & ARM v7a). **Windows 8 Devices:** Windows 8, Windows 8.1 & Windows
RT (x86, ARM & ARM v7a). **Windows 7 Devices:** Windows 7, Windows 7.1 & Windows RT (x86, ARM & ARM v7a).
Android & iOS Versions --------------------- The Android version can be found at . The iOS version can be found at . The current
version of iOS is 9.3 (iOS 10 in development), so you will need to install the iApps 09e8f5149f
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================== cvbFT is an interactive tool to create, edit and view family history. It is designed to work with family
groups, which allows users to work in a hierarchical manner, placing ancestors and descendants in the appropriate family group
and creating branches. It can also be used to view information relating to people who are no longer with us and is simple to use.
Features: ============ - Document creation and editing - cvbFT can create family history notes, spreadsheets and diaries,
allowing you to keep and search through your family history. - Searching - cvbFT can search existing information in your diary,
or you can enter a subject in the text box in order to search for relevant information. - Grouping - A hierarchical family tree can
be used to organize a large number of family members, enabling a tree to be created that includes numerous immediate family
members. - Editing - cvbFT allows you to update or delete information in your diary. - Viewing - View information in your
diary and family history spreadsheets in tabular and graphical formats. - Finding ancestors - Information relating to your
ancestors can be found easily using cvbFT. - Picture editing - Use your finger to touch to create a picture, upload your picture
online and save. - Summary and external links - Summary and external links can be used to link information to other pages of
your family history. - Advanced family group - cvbFT includes a hierarchy of family groups that allow you to select a person at
a time, to view the information that the family group provides. - Log - All your family groups and personal information is stored
in the Log. - Export - cvbFT allows you to export your family history to other programs via CSV (comma separated values). -
Installation - cvbFT installs quickly and easily and runs on the Symbian platform. - User reviews - cvbFT is updated regularly
and therefore contains bug fixes. When an update is available, it is notified by email. For additional information on cvbFT, visit
For support, visit For additional information on Symbian, visit For updates on cvbFT news, visit the cvbFT blog at

What's New in the CvbFT?

========== * No installation of server is required, * No need for registration * No strict privacy * cvbFT can be used any
time and anywhere to record and view the family history. * with help of cvbFT, users can create, view and edit family history
records. * cvbFT provides a family tree diagram that can be used by anyone to understand genealogy more clearly. * cvbFT
enables people to experience their past or to plan for future. * cvbFT provides a tool for family tree plotter, which can be used
to easily save family history and visualize family tree by the help of cvbFT. Features: * Filtering – records filtering helps to save
time by quickly finding that which you are looking for * Searches – cvbFT supports both exact and partial search based on
fields or values. * Plot – cvbFT can help you to understand genealogy more easily by plotting the tree diagram to learn about
how many people are connected to you and their birth or death place with tree plotter. * "My Tree" – cvbFT provides a way to
save, upload, edit and delete the "My Tree" through the web-based interface. * "My Tree" doesn't require personal data to save
and upload, and it has no limitation on tree volume. * My Tree is your personal family tree showing your and your family's past
and future. * "My Tree" is ideal for personal or non-personal genealogy, which helps you to understand your genealogy more
clearly. * "My Tree" is the most used feature of cvbFT. Family Tree Creator Family Tree Creator is an easy-to-use family tree
application. It allows you to manage the structure of the family tree, exchange information with other family members, and
publish them in many different formats. Family Tree Creator provides many features that make it easier and faster for you to
work with the tree. Now there are more than 2.5 million families in the world and even more with their ancestors. So there is a
need to manage them into family tree. Family Tree Creator offers a wide range of features such as built-in editor, built-in
viewer, multimedia viewer, it could manage multiple users or family and it's really easy to create and import. Basically, Family
Tree Creator is used to maintain family trees, but it can also work as simple documents
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 10 64-bit CPU: Core 2 Duo or equivalent RAM: 8 GB GPU: Intel HD Graphics 4400 or AMD R9 290
or better. DirectX: Version 11 Network: Broadband Internet connection Storage: 16 GB available space Recommended: CPU:
i5-2500K or equivalent RAM: 16 GB GPU: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 770 or AMD Radeon R9 290 or better. Direct
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